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Abstract. Although standards for B2B e-Commerce exist, business partners still
need additional bilateral agreements and coding partner-specific adaptations of their
applications. Most research is conducted in the area of IT-solutions to interconnect
the systems. Less activities are directed towards a shared business logic that allows
business servers to collaborate. UN/CEFACT’s business collaboration framework
(BCF), which is presented in this paper, addresses this point. Instead of connecting
two independent systems, it considers a B2B relationship to be a single system with
interface on each partner’s end. The goal of this paper is to motivate the need for the
BCF and to give a basic introduction into the methodology used in BCF.

1 Motivation
The idea to eliminate paper documents for exchanging business data by connecting computer systems of business partners was already created during the Berlin Airlift [Sc88]
and became reality in the 1960ies. At this time it was not called Business-to-Business eCommerce (B2B). It became famous by the term Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
[HF89]. EDI was successfully implemented by the Fortune 1000 companies, but failed in
acceptance by small and medium enterprises (SMEs). EDI is said to be too complex and
SMEs cannot afford the high start up costs.The success of the Web resulted in a trend
towards mark-up languages. Accordingly, XML became the language of choice for data
transfer on the Internet. Admittedly, the simple syntax of XML raised interest in implementing B2B solutions. However, we are still missing the widespread success of B2B for
SMEs.
This leads to the question, what do the SMEs need to participate in B2B. As a first step, it
is necessary to analyze the characteristics of these enterprises. Usually, enterprises are
classified into the categories large enterprises, SMEs and micro enterprises according to
their number of employees, their turnover and their balance sheet total [Eu02]. However
this classification does not seem to be appropriate to classify enterprises according to
their B2B capabilities. However, we feel that there exists a correlation between the size of

an enterprise and its enterprise software. Large enterprises either implement their own
software or they customize ERP-software to their own needs. SMEs usually buy a software package that fulfils certain business functions, install it and run it. Micro enterprises
do not use software packages at all. Since B2B solutions are about inter-computer communications [Fe00], micro enterprises are out of focus.
Today, B2B is commonly based on an interchange file in an agreed format that is
imported into (and exported from) the enterprise software. This agreed format usually follows a standard document type. Nevertheless, an additional agreement between the business partners is necessary to customize the standard document type to the partner-specific
requirements (c.f. Section 2). As a consequence, business partners have to customize their
import/export functions to the partner-specific agreement. Having said that SME install
and run their software, they are not able–despite of existing tool support–to implement
the import/export function. Only large companies are able to perform this task and, thus,
they are the ones that profit from B2B. Therefore, SMEs need software packages that provide both the business functions needed (e.g. purchase order handling) and the B2B functionality (e.g. ordering goods from a business partner). If both functionalities go hand in
hand together in low cost commercial off-the-shelf software (COTS), we will see B2B ecommerce to take off.
To enable COTS software production by agreeing on a single data requirement for a particular document type is unrealistic. This will never happen. The Techniques and Methodologies Group (TMG) of the United Nation’s Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic
Business (UN/CEFACT) conducted research to look for alternatives. In TMG we suggested to develop a well-defined business process for each particular business goal, such
as “Catalog Ordering“, that contains all the possible activities that could be part of that
goal. Since these business processes are collaborative in nature, they are called business
collaborations. There might be many ways of executing the business collaboration, but
each one well defined. Depending on their internal processes, one trading partner may be
able to execute all alternatives, where another may only execute a certain number of
them. For two trading partners to engage in the same business collaboration, they must
both be able to execute at least one alternative in common. In regard to the SMEs, it is
envisioned that the software providers will create applications that implement business
collaborations with their most popular execution scenarios. This approach requires unambiguous business collaboration models with respect to their choreography and involved
document structures. For this purpose, we have developed within TMG UN/CEFACT’s
Modeling Methodology (UMM) [HH03, UT03]. The UMM builds the heart of the Business Collaboration Framework described in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 details the relationship of
UMM and other related initiatives in the area of B2B. In Section 3 we present the limitations of current approaches in B2B. We demonstrate the problems of document standards
due to overloaded document types. Since Web Services for B2B usually use these document types as input and output technology, we feel that despite of all innovative aspects
they are not an enabler to COTS software development. In Section 4 we present the concepts of the BCF and the basic architecture that will enable COTS software solutions. The
steps of UMM defining business collaborations and a simple example are provided in
Section 5. A short summary and future work items towards COTS B2B software complete the paper in Section 6.

2 UN/CEFACT’s BCF and related initiatives
The United Nations’s Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business (UN/
CEFACT), previously also called UN/ECE WP.4, is a long-existing B2B standards body.
It became famous by developing and maintaining the UN/EDIFACT standards. Since
1995 its techniques and methodologies group (TMG), previously also called TMWG and
AC.1, has been responsible to develop their next-generation of EDI. The development of
UN/CEFACT’s Modeling Methodology (UMM) has always been part of this work. UMM
is based on the Open-edi reference model, which became an ISO standard in 1997 (IS
14662). Open-edi distinguishes between a Business Operational View (BOV) and a Functional Service View (FSV) [ISO95]. The BOV is a perspective of business transactions
limited to those aspects regarding the making of business decisions and commitments
among organizations. The FSV is a perspective of business transactions limited to those
information technology interoperability aspects of IT systems that are needed to support
the execution of Open-edi transactions. UMM defines a UML Profile [BJR98] for modeling BOV standards in order to capture the business knowledge of business collaborations.
Early in 1999 members of the UN/CEFACT plenary and UN/EDIFACT users asked for
an XML solution. The TMG report on this subject rejected the idea of creating 'Yet
Another XML Solution' by converting UN/EDIFACT to XML. Instead the recommendation was to built up on UMM by using business process modeling to create Open-edi
BOV standards and by using XML as key concept in the Open-edi FSV layer. Furthermore, TMG recommended looking for partnership from the XML industry. UN/CEFACT
found OASIS as a partner and started ebXML in November 1999 [HHK02]. Although
UMM was the driving edge for UN/CEFACT to enter ebXML, UMM did not become a
mandatory part of ebXML. The ebXML architecture specification mentions that, if implementers and users select to model Business Processes and Information, then they shall
use the UMM [EN01]. Nevertheless a lot of the semantics captured in UMM are also
found in ebXML business process specification schema (BPSS), which is an XML
schema to describe the choreography of a business collaboration. BPSS is not a modelling
methodology, it just enables to write a software module on each business partners side to
keep track of the business collaboration.
Many companies and organizations have contributed to the development of UMM.
Important industry user groups as EAN-UCC, SWIFT, Telemanagement Forum aligned
their methodologies with UMM. The most important contribution was made by the company EDIFECS during the ebXML initiative. EDIFECS developed the business collaboration framework that is used by RosettaNet to develop their partner interface processes
(PIPs). In 2000 EDIFECS transferred the copyright of its methodology to UN/CEFACT.
The key developers joined us in the TMG to merge the RosettaNet BCF with UMM version 9. Inasmuch, UMM version 10 and higher are not only UN/CEFACT’s methodology
but also successors of the methodology used in RosettaNet’s BCF.
UMM will be the underlying methodology for all UN/CEFACT’s B2B solutions to be
created in the future. UN/CEFACT restructured itself in 2002 to reflect the changing
needs. The International Trade and Business Processes Group (TBG) or better its industry
sub-groups are responsible for creating UMM-compliant models. Both UMM and these
compliant models build UN/CEFACT’s Business Collaboration Framework (BCF). The
BCF provides insurance against obsolescence by allowing recasting of the business sce-

narios into new information exchange technologies. The Applied Technology Group
(ATG) is responsible for the recast. Currently, the models are mapped to UN/EDIFACT
and an XML document standard.

3 Obstacles in B2B Technologies
3.1 Overloaded Document Types
In this Section we demonstrate that the most significant problem of traditional EDI standards were the overwhelming choice of data elements in a document type. However, this
problem is independent of the transfer syntax. Instead of learning from the history, XML
document standards (see [Li00]) follow the same path. We have selected UN/EDIFACT
as representative of traditional EDI standards and xCBL as representative of XML-based
vocabularies to demonstrate the common shortcomings [Hu01].
To illustrate heterogeneous interpretations we use the example of specifying parties in a
purchase order document. For the purpose of a syntax-neutral analysis, Figure 1 depicts a
UML class diagram representing the structure of parties in a UN/EDIFACT purchase
order message. Among others the following problems are encountered:
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Fig. 1. UML Class Diagram for Parties in anUN/EDIFACT Purchase Order Message Type

•

Up to 99 parties might appear in a purchase order. It is not documented which types of
party are meaningful to be mentioned in a purchase order. The standard allows to
express any type of party listed in the code list for party function code. However, it

does not seem to be useful to specify e.g. a social securities collector’s office in a purchase order. Some party types are useful in a purchase order, e.g. buyer’s agent, but
might not be processable for a particular organization. An agreement has to specify all
party types useful in a specific partnership.
•

There are multiple ways to identify a party — by a unique id (e.g. customer number)
in the party identification details, by unstructured name and address lines, by structuring party name, street, city name etc. The segment/class allows all three choices, but
only one must be used. Furthermore, the choice selected might be different for different types of parties. A partner-specific agreement has to fix the details.

•

The assignment of multiple addresses to a party is difficult, since both name and
address appear in the same segment/class. Thus, it is not possible to assign multiple
addresses to a buyer. It is necessary to specify another ‘virtual’ party for each address.
Another choice is the use of the location segment/class, since up to 25 locations might
be specified for each party. However, this segment/class is restricted to locations listed
in a code list like the UN LOCODE (which covers e.g. ports, airports, etc.).

•

Further information assigned to a party includes financial institutions, references, documents, and contacts . A partner agreement has to identify which of them are meaningful for which type of party. Moreover, the problems due to ambiguity hold over the
details of these segments/classes. E.g., there exist many types of contacts and each
one might be contacted by a different communication channel.

It follows that sending a UN/EDIFACT document conform to the standard does not mean
that the receiver of this message supporting UN/EDIFACT is able to process it. Consequently, a message must be in conformance to a partner-specific agreement which defines
additional access rules to ensure interoperability.
Figure 2 uses UML to depict the structure of parties in an xCBL purchase order document
type. The comparison with the examples mentioned above leads to the following results:
•

xCBL explicitly defines the following party types for a purchase order: buyer party,
supplier party, ship to party, and bill to party. According to the standard, the buyer and
the seller must be included in the document - there is no other choice even if there is
no business need to specify them. The other ones are optional. If any further parties
are required, they must be specified using the element/class list of party coded. Since
the concept is based on a party role code, which is similar to the party function code in
UN/EDIFACT, the same problems are encountered in xCBL.

•

In xCBL also exist multiple ways to identify a party. The options include the unique
identifier and the identification by specifying party name and address in a structured
way. There does not exist the choice of unstructured address lines. With respect to the
unique identification there are again two options, either the party id attribute or in case
of multiple identifiers the substructure of the element/class list of identifier. Again like in UN/EDIFACT - a partner specific agreement has to fix the identification
details for each party type.
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Fig. 2. UML Class Diagram for Parties in an xCBL Purchase Order Document Type

•

Assigning multiple addresses to a party also requires the specification of another virtual party for each address. This becomes obvious by the explicitly mentioned party
types ship to party and bill to party. Coded locations do not appear in xCBL orders.
Anyway, the encountered problems are similar.

•

xCBL does not include structures for financial institution information, references and
documents. It does include the following optional types of contact: order contact,
receiving contact and shipping contact. All other contact types are specified by coded
contact functions. The possible communication channels for each contact are telephone, e-mail and fax. Nevertheless, an agreement must define which types of contact
are useful for which type of party, not to mention the use of different communication
channels for each type of contact.

The comparison demonstrates that—independent of the document standard—business
partners have to agree on the data element types to be used in a partnership before they
can start doing business electronically. Usually this agreement uses only about 3% of the
elements of the standard document types. For current B2B partnerships document
instances must not only be compliant to the document type, but also to the partner-specific constraints. If each business partnership requires a different agreement, this leads to
2
n –n
- ) and implementations of the same business document
a proliferation of variations ( -------------2
type.

3.2 Web Services
Although XML does not solve the B2B problem, it is undisputable that XML represents
the state of the art in B2B. XML and e-Business is considered synonymous with Web Services. Web Services are defined as a software application identified by a URI, whose
interfaces and bindings are capable of being defined, described, and discovered as XML
artifacts. A Web Service supports direct interactions with other software agents using
XML-based messages exchanged via Internet-based protocols [WW02]
Fig. 3 depicts the basic idea of a Web Service Architecture (c.f. [FF03]). A service provider has implemented services for others to use. A so-called WSDL document describes
the details of this service in XML, i.e. the operations of the service and the input and output messages for each operation. Furthermore the binding description defines how to send
messages on the wire where the service is located. The service description is then published in a registry, such as UDDI, in order that clients can find the service based on a
variety of search criteria. Once the requestor finds a suitable service, it uses the service
description to develop/configure a client to interact with the service..
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Fig. 3. Web Service Architecture

Today web services are the most promising technology to transform e-Business into a
plug-and-play solution. The reason for the increased interest in Web Services is the promise of interoperability, in the same way that Web pages can be accessed from anywhere on
the Internet. The promise is simplifying how enterprises will interconnect and, thus,
offering a cheap solution to all types of enterprises. The challenging aspect is the necessary effort to develop/configure the client. Since all the service descriptions are XMLbased, an automatic configuration is envisioned. As long as Web Services use today’s
documents standards as input/output to their operations, partner-specific agreements followed by an enormous efforts to configure the client are hurdles on the way to reach real
interoperability. B2B requires interoperability, not only at the messaging and transport
layer, but also at the business (application) layer. There are many efforts in standardizing
the infrastructure for Web Services. Less activities focus on interoperability at the business layer. This aspect is addressed by UN/CEFACT’s Business Collaboration Framework (BCF) presented in the following sections.

4 An oo-based Business Collaboration Architecture
Over the last two decades two main contributions have significantly influenced the IT
industry: client-server computing and object-oriented computing. In this section we evaluate how these two concepts effect B2B computing.
The Web is based on client-server computing. A web client sends an http request to the
web server that processes the request and returns an HTML document in the http
response. We do not want to go into the details of refinements/alternatives based on
applets, XML, etc. For our analysis, the way that server-side web applications are built is
more important. A multi-tier architecture as depicted in Fig. 4 became the preferred architecture. The messaging layer realizes the http-based communication between the server
and the client, i.e. a web server. In the presentation layer the user interface for a web
application is developed. The most important layer is the business layer that realizes the
business logic provided by the web application. It processes the enterprise-critical data.
The business logic is usually implemented by business objects that access the persistence
layer. The persistence layer is represented by existing databases, ERP systems or any legacy applications in place.
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Fig. 4. Web Application Server Architecture

The architecture described above is based on a business collaboration where one business
partner uses a web browser to access the web application of the other business partner. In
this case the business partner on the server side dictates the business logic of the business
collaboration. In a B2B environment usually the applications of both partners must be
integrated into the collaboration (see Fig. 5). For a single interaction between the business
partners, one side is still the server and the other one the client. Therefore, Web Services
represent a client-server technology to implement this interaction. Since the client must
process the data as well, the input and output is based on XML instead of HTML. Hence,
we use the term document layer instead of presentation layer.
A business collaboration requires multiple interactions between the business partners. It
is necessary to identify all interactions of the same business collaboration. This is realized
by specific entries in a SOAP envelope (c.f. [PN03]) used as messaging protocol on top
of http, smtp, etc. Usually, a business partner represents the server in some interactions,
but the client in other interactions. This means that a business collaboration is conceptually a server-server communication, that is implemented by a choreography of clientserver interactions. As a consequence, the business logic does not sit on a single side of
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Fig. 5. B2B Application Server Architecture

the collaboration. It is necessary that business partners share the business logic of the
business collaboration. Both the choreography of interactions and the input/output documents must be unambiguous.
Today, too much focus is spent on the document layer instead of the business layer. Document standards are built by reverse engineering data base structures of standards participants. This leads to the overloaded document types represented in a specific document
standards language. Similarly, to the client-server based approach the business layer is the
most important one in the B2B environment. Once a common business logic is agreed, it
is comparatively simple to switch from one document standard to the other as from one
user interface to the other. Starting-off with data base structures or paper-based documents in order to define the business logic is not an appropriate approach. It is more
appropriate to design a collaboration as a well-defined choreography of business state
changes. The information needed to change from one business state to the other will be
communicated in the interchange. That is what is implemented in the client-server based
browser applications. E.g. ordering items from an offered item list, requires to make reference to the line numbers, not to send an overloaded order document.
UMM provides a modeling methodology to define the business logic. In order to develop
a shared business logic it is necessary to regard the business collaboration as a single
inter-organizational system (see Fig. 6).Today, the object-oriented approach is the preferred choice for designing and implementing in-house systems. An application is built
by collaborating objects. When designing the applications, different designers will not
develop their classes in isolation. Otherwise the objects would not collaborate. Designers
clearly define how one object calls the operation of another. A similar approach is necessary for a B2B system. A B2B system consists of the private areas on each partner's side
and a collaborative space in-between. The B2B functionality of each participating partner
must be realized by a partner interface class sitting at the border of the private and the collaborative space. A business collaboration must be built by collaborating partner interface
classes. When designing the business collaboration, designers of different partner types
must not develop their partner interface classes in isolation. Otherwise the interface
classes will not collaborate. B2B standard specifications must unambiguously define the
collaborative space of a business collaboration, or in other words define the collaboration
of partner interface classes. They must not consider the private
space.
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Fig. 6. An object-oriented B2B system

It is expected that software vendors will use the unambiguous partner interface class definitions to integrate them into their products supporting a corresponding role in a business
collaboration.

5 The Business Collaboration Framework
The primary goal of the BCF is to capture the business knowledge that enables the development of low cost software components to help the SMEs engage in e-Business practices. A commercial trading agreement is modeled as a business collaboration model
according to the UMM. The BCF comprises a set of architectures, patterns and business
semantics defined in accordance with certain business reference models and ontologies.
The framework consists of 4 views, corresponding patterns, as well as a well-formed
meta-model which defines the syntax and semantics for each view. Uniformity of notation and precision of semantics provide concise and unambiguous business process definitions. In this section we will present the 4 views.
5.1 Business Domain View
The business domain view (BDV) is used to gather existing knowledge. It identifies the
business processes in the domain of the business problems that are important to stakeholders. It is important at this stage that business processes are not constructed, but discovered. Stakeholders might describe intra-organizational as well as inter-organizational
business processes. All of this takes place in the language of the business environment
experts and stakeholders. Hence any ontology is appropriate and no patterns apply for this
step. In our simple example, which is ordering from a punch out catalog, potential sellers
and buyers will describe their needs. The business domain view is modeled in a use case
diagram. The BCF provides worksheet templates to describe the discovered processes
that are represented as use cases. We do not depict the use case diagram due to space limitations.

5.2 Business Requirements View
The goal of the business requirements view (BRV) is to identify possible business collaborations in the considered domain and to detail the requirements of these collaborations.
Business collaborations span over multiple business processes discovered in the previous
workflow. Thus, a use case for a business collaboration must consider the views of different stakeholders. The description of the use case must present an harmonized view on the
business collaboration being developed.
The business collaboration is an elaboration of business scenarios, resources, business
events, and constraints. It defines the semantics that enterprises use to describe their collaborative units of work. These activities represent the processes and resources used to
achieve certain definable goals or objectives, the economics of a system. Resources,
events (indication of a process result) and agents (participants) are the key elements of an
economic ontology known as the REA enterprise ontology [Mc03]. TMG is currently
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Fig. 7. Business Requirements View for the Catalog Order Example and
Business States for the Register Customer Transaction

working on business collaboration patters for e.g. negotiation, order-fulfillment-settlement, long term contract with periodic releases, to name just a few.
Fig. 7 shows typical artifacts of the BRV for our reference example. The use case diagram
on the left shows the business collaboration use case for the punch out catalog order management. Again a worksheet helps to describe the use case. According to the description
the use case involves the registration of the customer, the search for products, the reservation of products, the presentation of reserved products, and the ordering of products.
These represent collaborative use cases that are included in the order management and are
themselves described by a worksheet. Since it turns out that they are realized by a single
or a pair of business information exchange, they are stereotyped as business transaction
use cases.
As we mentioned in the previous section, a business collaboration is best designed by a
choreography of business state changes. Thus, it is important to analyze the effects of
activities on the business state of the collaboration or, better, on the business states of
business entities, which have a life-cycle during the collaboration. The right part of Fig. 7
depicts the business state changes for the register customer transaction. It defines preconditions, post-conditions and inter-mediate states of the customer information during the
transaction.
5.3 Business Transaction View
The Business Transaction View (BTV) represents the view of the business process analyst. In the first step the business collaboration is modeled according to the requirements
identified in the BRV. An activity diagram called business collaboration, shows the choreography amongst the business transactions. The transitions in the business collaboration
diagram depend always on the business states of the collaboration or, better its business
entities. Fig. 8 shows an extract of the business collaboration protocol of the reference
example.
The next step in the BTV is to detail each business transaction by a separate activity
graph. This defines the choreography within a business transaction. The reference ontology for this step comes from "The Commercial use of Electronic Data Interchange, Section of Business Law American Bar Association, A report and model trading partner
agreement" [UCC92] and "Part 2 Uniform Rules of Conduct for Interchange of Trade
Data by Teletransmission (UNCID), Chapter 2 - Text of the Uniform Rules of Conduct"
[UN90]. According to the ontology six patterns are defined for the business transactions:
commercial transaction, query/response, request/response, request/confirm, information
distribution and notification. These business transaction activity patterns comprehensively cover all known legally binding collaborations at the level of request/response and
one-way interaction between two business applications. These patterns are successfully
implemented in the RosettaNet Implementation Framework.
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Fig. 8. Business Collaboration Protocol

Fig. 9 details the register customer transaction which follows the pattern of a Request/
Response transaction. The transaction is built by the initiating activity request registration
performed by the buyer and the responding one register customer performed by the seller.
The business information exchanged is a registration request and a registration response.
Furthermore, all the messaging and security parameters for the activities and the business
information are defined. The information exchange is commonly called a business document. Since the BCF does not represent a document-centric approach and only exchanges
information necessary for a business state change, we stick to the term business information. The information structure for the registration request is depicted in the class diagram
on the right-hand side of Fig. 9. The information structure usually covers general information of the request/response and is composed of the business entities that are effected
by the transaction. Each business entity is described by the information needed to change
its business state. This information is built by re-using business objects in a B2B library.
Thus, one must select suitable business objects from this library and customize them to
the needs of the business transaction. Customizing means setting the business objects into
the context of the business transaction. Note, that we use the terms business entity and
business objects as defined in UMM - others would prefer to call them the other way
round.
5.4 Business Service View
The fundamental principle of the business service view (BSV) is to describe the business
collaborations between network components. The reference ontology for the BSV comes
from the "UN/ECE Recommendation No. 26, The Commercial Use of Interchange
Agreements for Electronic Data Interchange". A total of 24 service interaction patterns
have been identified. They specify interaction sequences between two application systems, i.e., protocols of message exchanges, according to the type of business transaction,
type of role, security and timing parameters.
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<<RespondingBusinessActivity>>
register custormer

TimeToAcknowledgeReceipt: Null
TimeToAcknowledgeAcceptance: Null
TimeToPerform: 4 hrs
AuthorizationRequired: False
Non-ReputiationOfOriginAndContent: False

<<BusinessInformation>>
RegistrationRequest
DocumentID : IdentifierType
DocumentCreationDate : DateTimeType
ResponseByDate : DateTimeType

<<BusinessEntity>>
CustomerInformation

+Customer
<<BusinessObject>>
Party
+ LegalName : String
+ ShortName[0..1] : String
+ OfficialRegistrationID : IdentifierType
+ OfficialRegistrationAuthority : CodeType

+Billing

<<BusinessObject>>
Account
BankIdentification : IdentifierType
+CreditCard
AccountIdentification : IdentifierType
1..n AccountType : CodeType
AccountHolder : String
Balance : Currency
EndDate : DateTimeType

+Shipping
0..1

<<BusinessObject>>
Address
...

Fig. 9. Business Transaction Register Customer
and Information Structure for the Registration Request

The business service workflow does not add any new information. Accordingly, the business service view artifacts are automatically created from the information gained in the
previous workflows. Each business transaction of the BTV maps to a corresponding service transaction in the BSV. Fig. 10 depicts the register customer service transaction that
follows a service-service pattern. The corresponding business transaction does not require
any acknowledgments. Therefore, the resulting sequence diagram is quite simple and
only includes document exchanges. The buyer service calls the register customer operation of the seller service by sending the search request document. The seller service
returns the search result document to the request a search operation that initiated the service transaction. By mapping all five business transactions of our example to service
transactions, we exactly define the services to be supported by each network component.

Fig. 10 denotes the resulting network components as objects and their services as operations. Software vendors supporting a role in the simple order management must implement the corresponding interface class in their applications.
:SellerService
:BuyerService
requestASearch( : SearchResult)
requestRegistration( : RegistrationResponse)
queryReservedProducts( : ReservedProductList)
placePurchaseOrder( : PurchaseOrderResponse)
businessSignal( : ReceiptAcknowledgment)
businessSignal( : AcceptanceAcknowledgment)

performSearch( : SearchRequest)
registerCustomer( : RegistrationRequest)
processReservation( : ReservationRequest)
respondReservedProducts( : ReservedProductInquiry)
processPurchaseOrder( : PurchaseOrder)
businessSignal( : ReceiptAcknowledgment)
businessSignal( : AcceptanceAcknowledgment)

1: registerCustomer(RegistrationRequest)
2: requestRegistration(RegistrationResponse)

Fig. 10. Business Service Transaction

6 Summary
The Web Services standards and ebXML ensure interoperability at the technology layer
of e-business applications. They do not guarantee interoperability at the business layer.
This paper presents UN/CEFACT's Business Collaboration Framework (BCF) which provides a solution to define business collaborations independent of the underlying implementation and infrastructure technology. The BCF delivers unambiguous specifications
for the collaboration’s choreography as well as for the information exchanged based on
business state changes. It sets all business semantics that must be covered by Web Services standards and ebXML to become machine-processable. The combination of BCF
and Web Services standards and/or ebXML will lead to the full potential of today's ebusiness. To reach the envisioned goal two steps are necessary: Firstly, a methodology for
transforming BCF artifacts into Web Services standards and ebXML must be developed.
Secondly, one must convince the COTS software providers to develop B2B software
based on the most popular BCF scenarios.
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